Previous (Pinchas) TTtriddles:

[1] FPTL: Lead-in to Yitro's 10

Sh'mot 20:1 - Vaydabeir Elokim eit kol had'varim ha'eleh leimor = 1331.

[3] We read broken as O complete as EE

VAV in Shalom is read as a regular Cholam. The VAV in K'RI'EI is read like EE

[4] First cousin twice removed - namesakes

N'MU'EL is Shimon's son and also a grandson of Reuven's.

[5] Yaakov's grandson who is like a scarf

Yaakov's son Naftali had 4 (named) sons. One was GUNI. The gooney bird is the albatross. An albatross Around the Neck (an annoying burden) - like a scarf (from Rime of the Ancient Mariner).